The Strain
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The Strain is an American horror drama television series that aired on FX from July 13, , to
September 17, It was created by Guillermo del Toro and.Drama David Bradley, Kevin
Durand, Jonathan Hyde. A mysterious viral outbreak with hallmarks of an ancient and evil
strain of vampirism ravages the city of New York.[This story contains spoilers from the series
finale of FX's The Strain.] After four seasons of sacrificial deaths and the biggest infestation
of.Welcome to The Strain wiki, the #1 source of information about the The Strain series and
its TV adaptation. Fans and anyone interested are welcome to help.The Strain. K likes. NYC is
a battleground where the people must fight to survive. Who will win – humans or strigoi?
Watch videos of The Strain on FX.The latest Tweets from The Strain (@TheStrainFX). The
final season. The final fight. After a nuclear apocalypse, can humankind defeat the vampiric
strigoi?.For three straight seasons, FX's The Strain struggled to find its own voice and define
its creative vision. In striking a balance between being.Because The A.V. Club knows that TV
shows keep going even if we're not writing at length about them, we're Season 4.'The Strain'
will end its run. FX has given the vampire series a renewal for a fourth and final season to air
in Summer Critics Consensus: The Strain makes the most of its familiar themes through an
effective mix of supernatural thrills and B-movie gore -- though it may not appeal .The
episode of the week for July 23 through 29 is “The Blood Tax,” the second episode of the
fourth and final season of FX's The Strain.The Strain Finale Review: The Last Stand. It's all
come down to this. Humanity's final stand against the strigoi. Who will survive the final
episode of The Strain?.The Strain has ratings and reviews. Kemper said: Imagine that you' re
reading one of those Twilight books as Edward is whispering chaste swee.As FX brings The
Strain to a close, the Guillermo del Toro-co-created horror series deserves some appreciation
for what a gloriously silly show it was.Strain fans! Join the conversation as Mike and Jesus of
rockova-noc.com recap and review the latest episodes of the hit TV series "The Strain" which
airs on.
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